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State	and	local	agencies	are	more	effective	than	the
federal	government	in	housing	discrimination
enforcement
Discrimination	by	those	selling	or	renting	homes	is	illegal	under	the	1968	Fair	Housing
Act	(known	as	Title	VIII),	but	housing	discrimination	and	segregation	in	the	US	have
not	been	eliminated.	Federal,	state,	and	local	agencies	are	responsible	for	enforcing
Title	VIII,	so	in	which	part	of	government	is	enforcement	most	effective?	In	new
research	which	analyses	data	from	the	US	Department	of	Housing	and	Urban
Development	(HUD),	Charles	S.	Bullock	III,	Eric	M.	Wilk,	and	Charles	M.	Lamb	find
that	state	and	local	agencies	function	more	effectively	than	HUD	in	enforcing	Title	VIII	and	that	the	level	of
government	that	handles	housing	discrimination	claims	makes	a	difference.
The	Fair	Housing	Act	of	1968,	commonly	referred	to	as	Title	VIII,	is	a	landmark	civil	rights	law	that	prohibits
discrimination	in	the	sale,	rental,	and	financing	of	housing	as	well	as	in	the	operation	of	brokerage	services.
Nonetheless,	almost	five	decades	later	housing	discrimination	and	segregation	persist	in	the	US,	signaling	that	all
is	not	well	in	Title	VIII	enforcement.	Improvements	might	involve,	first,	increased	effectiveness	with	which	civil
rights	agencies	at	all	levels	of	government	resolve	discrimination	complaints	and,	second,	remedies	for	victims	of
discrimination.	With	this	in	mind,	in	new	research,	we	explore	the	relative	effectiveness	of	federal,	state,	and	local
agencies	in	enforcing	Title	VIII.	We	find	that	state	and	local	civil	rights	agencies	are	generally	more	effective	than
the	federal	government	in	both	conciliating	complaints	and	providing	remedies	to	persons	claiming	housing
discrimination.
The	US	Department	of	Housing	and	Urban	Development	(HUD)	is	the	lead	federal	agency	in	fair	housing
enforcement.	HUD	implements	fair	housing	policy	by	investigating,	conciliating,	and	closing	Title	VIII	complaints
and	then	providing	appropriate	remedies.	State	and	local	civil	rights	agencies	that	assist	in	Title	VIII	enforcement
under	HUD’s	Fair	Housing	Assistance	Program	(FHAP)	use	a	very	similar	process.	If	there	is	both	a	state	and
local	FHAP	agency	where	the	alleged	discrimination	occurred,	the	complainant	may	initially	file	a	complaint	with
either	HUD	or	the	local	or	state	agency.	If	the	complainant	files	with	HUD	under	these	circumstances,	HUD	sends
the	complaint	to	the	local	agency	for	processing.	Complaints	filed	with	the	local	agency	get	processed	there.	The
state	agency	processes	the	complaints	it	receives.	If	there	is	no	FHAP	agency	in	the	geographical	area	where	the
alleged	discrimination	occurred,	then	HUD	handles	the	complaint.
The	fundamentals	of	this	intergovernmental	enforcement	process	are	laid	out	in	the	Fair	Housing	Act.	It	provides
that	state	and	local	governments	with	housing	discrimination	laws	substantially	equivalent	to	Title	VIII—in	terms
of	rights,	procedures,	remedies,	and	the	availability	of	judicial	review—get	the	first	opportunity	to	enforce	Title
VIII.	FHAP,	initiated	in	1979,	provides	federal	funds	to	process	Title	VIII	complaints	to	state	and	local
governments	that	have	a	substantially	equivalent	law.	In	2017	HUD	recognized	37	states	and	50	localities	as
having	substantially	equivalent	housing	discrimination	laws.
The	development	of	FHAP	and	its	operation	raise	important	questions	about	how	the	US	can	better	enforce	civil
rights.	It	also	raises	a	fundamental	question	about	federalism:	When	federal,	state,	and	local	governments
enforce	the	same	national	program,	does	the	level	of	government	at	which	the	remedy	is	pursued	result	in
different	outcomes?	Based	on	an	analysis	of	a	comprehensive	data	set	obtained	from	HUD	for	the	years	1989	to
2004,	the	answer	appears	to	be	yes.
Measuring	the	success	of	Title	VIII	enforcement
One	measure	of	bureaucratic	effectiveness	is	conciliation	success	rate.		Failure	to	mediate	between	the	parties
involved	in	a	Title	VIII	dispute	shows	that	the	agency	has	not	been	effective.		A	second	measure	of	bureaucratic
effectiveness	is	the	first-attempt	success	rate	in	conciliation,	i.e.	how	often	was	a	resolution	achieved	on	the	first
try,	thereby	eliminating	the	need	for	multiple	attempts?
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Using	these	measures	of	success,	the	US	Department	of	Housing	and	Urban	Development	lags	significantly
behind	state	and	local	agencies.	HUD’s	ineffectiveness	in	comparison	to	Fair	Housing	Assistance	Program
agencies	is	especially	pronounced	on	the	first-attempt	measure:	a	state	agency	is	88	percent	more	likely	than
HUD	to	conciliate	a	complaint	successfully	on	the	first	attempt,	and	local	agencies	are	73	percent	more	likely	than
HUD	to	succeed.
A	third	measure	of	bureaucratic	effectiveness	is	the	extent	to	which	federal,	state,	and	local	civil	rights	agencies
provide	remedies	to	victims	of	housing	discrimination.	On	this	dimension	HUD	appears	to	be	more	effective	than
FHAP	agencies	in	monetary	relief	awarded—but	only	for	successful	conciliations.	When	remedies	in	both
successful	and	unsuccessful	conciliation	attempts	are	considered,	HUD’s	advantage	in	providing	a	remedy	to
victims	disappears.
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Finally,	a	fourth	measure	of	bureaucratic	effectiveness	looks	at	an	agency’s	ability	to	award	remedies	following	a
cause	determination—that	is,	after	finding	reason	to	believe	that	Title	VIII	has	been	or	is	about	to	be	violated.
	HUD	is	significantly	less	likely	to	provide	relief	than	state	or	local	agencies.	In	cause	determination	cases,	local
agencies	are	33	percent	more	likely	than	HUD	to	award	monetary	and	other	forms	of	relief.		State	agencies	are
14	percent	more	likely	than	HUD	to	provide	monetary	relief	and	15	percent	more	likely	to	provide	other	forms	of
relief	such	as	securing	a	housing	unit	for	the	complainant.
Our	research	indicates	that	state	and	local	agencies	function	more	effectively	than	HUD	in	enforcing	Title	VIII	and
that	the	level	of	government	that	handles	a	housing	discrimination	claim	does	make	a	difference.	The	requirement
that	states	and	localities	pass	and	enforce	discrimination	laws	substantially	equivalent	to	Title	VIII	in	order	to
participate	in	FHAP	helps	explain	these	findings.	State	and	local	governments	willing	to	undergo	the	process	of
achieving	and	retaining	substantial	equivalency	may	be	more	enthusiastic	than	HUD	about	carrying	out	their
functions	effectively	and	better	equipped	to	process	complaints	given	their	geographical	proximity	to	individual
cases	of	discrimination.
Incentives	for	enforcement	by	state	and	local	agencies	are	needed
These	findings	have	several	implications	that	build	on	each	other.	First,	differences	in	outcomes	in	a	federal
system	become	apparent	when	each	level	of	government	is	given	responsibility	for	enforcing	fair	housing	law.
This	leads	to	the	second	implication.	At	least	in	the	field	of	fair	housing,	local	agencies	demonstrate	the	highest
levels	of	effectiveness	in	enforcing	the	national	program’s	major	objectives.
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Given	this	second	implication,	then,	the	third	is	that	Congress	should	consider	creating	incentives	to	encourage
more	state	and	local	agencies	to	enforce	Title	VIII.			Hundreds	of	additional	metropolitan	areas	and	counties	could
pass	housing	discrimination	laws—often	their	first	ever—and	develop	effective	local	agencies.
The	final	implication	of	our	research	is	that	the	success	of	state	and	local	fair	housing	program	implementation
suggests	that	delegating	enforcement	of	other	federal	programs	could	also	result	in	greater	effectiveness	in
reaching	program	goals.	After	all,	if	enforcement	of	this	contentious	civil	rights	program	improves	through	local
and	state	agencies,	achievement	of	less	controversial	policy	goals	will	likely	be	facilitated	if	given	to	states	or
municipalities.	Delegating	to	state	and	local	agencies	would	be	especially	attractive	if	it	resulted	in	cost	savings,
which	the	U.S.	Commission	on	Civil	Rights	has	shown	occurs	with	state	and	local	agencies	fair	housing
enforcement.
This	article	is	based	on	the	paper,	‘Bureaucratic	Effectiveness	and	Civil	Rights	Enforcement’,	in	State	and
Local	Government	Review.
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